AUGUST 4, 2016

Aboard The Grace Anne II:
100% Luxury - 15% Off

Enjoy an exclusive
5-course meal
prepared by our
executive chef
Nicky

Make it a September to Remember!
Gliding across mystic Lake of the Woods, the 85-foot yacht Grace Anne II emerges from the past with her
classic beauty and elegance intact. Gleaming mahogany decks and staterooms. Persian carpets and leaded
glass. The Grace Anne II will transport you to another era when silverware, fine linens, and white-glove service
were the unquestioned accoutrements on a wilderness excursion.
Bigger group? Let our 7,000+ square foot Lodge, built in 2012, wrap you in exceptional service while the
stunning Lake opens your minds to endless opportunity. Indulge in the spoils of butler-like private steward and
culinary delights from our French chef along with our own wine cellar. The Grace Anne II Lodge is the only
venue of its kind on the lake that provides the ultimate privacy and discretion to you and your guests.

Watch the sun set
past the islands
on Lake of the
Woods, cocktail in
hand

Do not miss your chance to experience fall on Lake of the Woods with 15% off any Grace Anne II fall
experience if you book before September 16th!
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ONTARIO SIGNATURE
EXPERIENCE

MOST LUXURIOUS
FISHING DESTINATION

LA CHAINE DE
RÔTISSEURS

Selected as one of Ontario’s
most unique and special
destinations

Ontario Tourism designated
us as the most luxurious
fishing destination in Ontario

Royal stamp of approval
from the most elite culinary
organization, founded in
France in 1248
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Revel in our new
luxurious retreat
facility, the Grace
Anne II Lodge

On the Hunt
A look into hunting with the
experienced Grace Anne II guides
Whitetail deer in the Lake of the Woods area are BIG. Weather
conditions, food sources, wolves, and low hunting pressure
contribute to our Whitetail population being large bodied
and heavily horned. With over 14,000 islands and 65,000
miles of shoreline, there is a lot of ground to cover for both
hunters and trophy bucks.

“Intimate, Exclusive,
Private”

Most people do not know that deer are fantastic swimmers.
Bucks and does swim all season although, during the rut,
bucks are seen continually swimming from island to island on
the search for receptive does. Rut in the Lake of the Woods
area begins mid-October with pre-rut and continues until
mid-November. Tree stands, ground blinds, and stalk and
spot are all great ways to hunt these bucks. Our experienced

The Grace Anne II Yacht & Lodge can accommodate a variety
of guests with style and ease. As a seasoned hostess to
royalty, celebrities, and Fortune 500 executives, the Grace
Anne II Yacht & Lodge is positioned to bring old-world

guides know how, when, and where to be to have the best
chance at harvesting a mature trophy buck. All of our
locations are accessed by large, dry boats with no other
vehicle access. There are hundreds of square miles of
naturally wooded area that we hunt.

elegance and quality to your voyage event.
We provide a level of service and satisfaction that is simply
unmatched on any lake in the world. Our dedicated staff’s
primary goal is to provide the most elite, highly personalized,
luxurious service available anywhere, all in the isolated

The Grace Anne II is one of few places in Canada that provide
fully guided lake hunts for trophy Whitetail. After your trophy
has been taken, enjoy the remainder of your trip by duck and
goose hunting, walleye and muskie fishing, or shed hunting.

wilderness of Canada. Enjoy the spoils of butler-like service
tailored to your exact specifications.
Our shared philosophy is that we will do whatever it takes to
deliver outstanding service to each of our clients, we will
serve free from restrictive policies that limit other

COMING 2017: Don’t hibernate! Look
forward to new, unique luxury in the
wilderness - partake in wolf hunting at
our new hunting lodge, to be
completed this winter season!

organizations from ever reaching true luxury service, and
offer truly customized service which is the hallmark of a
voyage with the Grace Anne II Yacht & Lodge.

TAKE A CHANCE: THE NORTHERN LIGHTS AND THE ELUSIVE MUSKIE
The Aurora Borealis has been known to grace us with its presence and it is a
sight to be seen - and what better way to enjoy the view than on the majestic
Grace Anne II. Watch the colours bounce off the sky and reflect into the
water with an unobstructed, incomparable vantage point.
The muskie may be the most glamorous lake fish in Lake of the Woods. The
‘fish of a thousand casts’ is not for the amateur angler - luckily, we have
incredibly experienced guides on our side to help try and make this dream a
reality.

ARE YOU UP FOR THE CHALLENGE?
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